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ABSTRACT One-dimensional layer-averaged equations describing the mechanics of mixed flowingl
avalanches are- formulated and solved. The equations describe the volume, mass and momentum ba
powder and flowing parts of the avalanche. The powder cloud of changing density is assumed to be in
and the suspended ice particles inert with respect to small scale turbulent fluctuations in the air.
velocity and density profiles are based on experiments and supplement .the depth-averaged equations.
flowing avalanche is of constant flow density. Longitudinal straining of the granular flow mass is
with an active/passive pressure with cohesion. The mass exchange between the flowing and POWder
assumed to be velocity dependent. Air entrainment into the powder cloud is governed by a dimen .
factor. Therefore, the initiation and eventual self-acceleration of the powder cloud from a full flowing
is modelled. It is possible to simulate the evolution of a large powder cloud from a dense flowing
Deceleration of the powder cloud is due to conversion of kinetic flow energy into potential energy a
energy in the air which is eventually dissipated. The stagnant powder cloud left behind the fl
modelled as a mass loss at the tail of the avalanche. Several calculation examples of mixed fl •
avalanches are presented showing the practicality of the new model.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Directly after the catastrophic avalanche winter of
1999, the SLF began appraising hazard maps where
extreme avalanche events occurred (Gruber & Mar
greth 2000). A detailed assessment of several maps in
the Obergoms region, Canton Wallis, is contained in
these proceedings (Gruber & Bartelt 2000). One of the
important findings of these appraisals was the present
inability of avalanche practitioners to model the be~av

ior of mixed flowing/powder snow avalanches. In 1999,
powder douds often flowed farther than expected and
powder snow avalanche deposits redirecteci the flow di
rection of subsequent flowing avalanches, often with
severe side effects (Gruber & Margreth 2000). The
avalanche winter of 1999 dearly showed that a sim
ple mixed flowing/powder snow avalanche dynamics
model is failing in practice.

Models to predict the motion of a powder snow
cloud have been proposed by different researchers (for
an overview, see (Hutter 1996)). These models range
from simple Voellmy-type hydraulic models (Voellmy
1955), to depth-integrated models founded on tur
bidity current theory (Parker, Fukushima, & Pantin
1986). Of course, models based on the solution of the
full three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations (Sampl
1998) have also been proposed. These models have
found widespread application primarily in Austria, but
also in Switzerland (Issler 1998).

Each modelling concept can be criticized. For exam-



2 STATEMENT OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
The depth-averaged governing differential equations
for mixed avalanche flow are stated below. The mean
ing of each symbol is listed in Table 1.

Mass conservation (flowing core):

8th, +o.(h,U,) = 5e + 5d - 5" (1)

Momentum conservation (flowing core):

heigh~ (a rise of the cloud's center of mass) is
compensated by a reduction in the cloud's trans
lational kinetic energy. Also, the energy required
to accelerate entrained mass from the incum
bent snowcover or from the flowing avalanche
is accounted for, causing a direct reduction of
the cloud's kinetic energy. This approach differs
significantly from the turbidity current model of
Parker (Parker, Fukushima, &£ Pantin 1986), who
accounted for such processes by reducing the tur
bulent kinetic energy of the cloud, and not the
translational kinetic energy. This procedure sim
plifies the model significantly, because we do not
explicitly need to track the turbulent kinetic en
ergy. Instead, only a turbulent drag is considered.
The motivation is to avoid the use of a compli
cated turbulence model, which requires greater
computational resources. Furthermore, the clo
sure problem is avoided.

4. Until now, simple powder snow avalanche mod
els have been solved by assuming stationary or
equilibrium flow conditions. The task of solving a
highly complex system of instationary equations 
considering both mass and air entrainment - re
quires stable numerical schemes. As a first step,
we are interested in the application of numerical
procedures, which are valid for a wide range of
parameters. For this reason, we briefly discuss the
solution of the powder snow avalanche equations
using upwinded finite difference schemes.

5. The model for the dense flowing avalanche is pre
sented in (Bartelt, Salm, & Gruber 1999) and
will not be discussed in detail. The equations will .
merely be stated. The model has been extended to
simulate the entrainment of the snowcover at the
avalanche head. Also, cohesion has been included
in the active-passive pressure formulation.

(2)

(active)

(3)

(passive)~<oo. -

~>o8.

Fi ure 1: Powder avalanche iii the Vallee ~e la Sionne
t~ site, Feb 30, 1999. Note the large motlon/:ss p~w
.I cloud at the tail of the avalanche. At thIs pomt,
uer . I 40 -1 dthe avalanche is moving at approxImate y ms an
the flow heights at the avalanche head are about 10m.

medium of variable. density. Velocity and density pro-
files over the height of the flow are assumed. .

The flowing avalanche is presently considered to
move in a dense plug of constant density, which un
dergoes longitudinal tensile (acti~e) and co~pressive

(passive) straining. The shear strains are consIdered to
be concentrated at the base of the flow.

The combined model differs from previous efforts to
simulate mixed avalanche flow in the following:

1. We parameterize the mass exchange between the
flowing and powder parts. Thus, it is possible
to initiate a powder avalanche from a flowing
avalanche core. Our motivation is to simplify the
specification of the initial conditions for practi
tioners, who prefer to specify a fracture slab of
known length, width and height. The alternative
would be to specify a powder cloud of known den
sity, height and velocity. If the mass exchange co
efficient is set to zero, a full flowing avalanche
without a powder cloud is modelled.

2. An inspection of Valle de la Sionne videos shows
that a powder snow avalanche leaves behind a mo
tionless cloud. Because of turbulence, the height
of this stagnant cloud increases, but as more
turbulent energy is dissipated. the stagnant cloud
eventually settles. We include the stagnant pow
der cloud in the model. Although it has no de
structive force, mass is removed from the moving
cloud, influencing its behavior. The settling of the
stagnant cloud, however, is not yet included in the
model.

3. One essential aspect of powder snow avalanche
modelling is correctly accounting for the frictional
forces acting on the cloud. We derive these forces
by balancing the potential and kinetic energies of
the cloud (see Section 3). A rise in the cloud
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The primary modelling assumptions of the flowing core
are:

Figure 2: Definition of primary model
mixed avalanche model. An avalanche
flowing core and a moving powder and motlO"Wllil'tliliil
nant cloud.

8. The volume of snow per unit flow I
time eject~d ~y the flowing core into
ava.lanche IS Sf. The mass ejection

PfSf·

The depth-averaged equations for the POWIIlftIllll
are:

Volume conservation (powder cloud):

Othp + Os (hpUp) =Sa + Sf + Ss - Sd-ke;

Mass conservation (powder cloud):

The primary modelling assumptions are:

1. The powder cloud is assumed to be a m
continuum of variable density,

Pp = (JiPi + (JaPa = (JiPi + (1 - fh)p.

where (Ji and (Ja are the volumetric can
ice and air respectively; Pi and Pa are the

(5)

(6)

(4)

~>o

~<o:os -

for

for

PfY U 2
Tb=C+ 1Wz +T f'

1. The granular flowing core is a fluid continuum of
constant density, Pf.

2. The flow width w(s) is known.

3. A clearly defined flow surface exists between the
flowing core and the powder cloud. The height of
this flow surface is hf(s,t), which is the average
flow height across the width of flow.

4. The vertical pressure distribution is hydrostatic.
Centripetal pressures, which modify the hydro
static pressure distribution, are not accounted for.

5. The velocity Uf is the mean depth-averaged ve
locity. The velocity profile is rectangular, meaning
that no shear strains or strain rates exist in the
flow body. Shearing is concentrated at the base
of flow. The basal shear stress Tb is

where az is the overburden stress, az =
Pfyhf cos a; /l. is the coefficient of dry friction;
~ is the velocity dependent drag coefficient and c
is the cohesion of the granular mass. We therefore
assume a so-called Voellmy drag with cohesion.

6. The flowing core undergoes longitudinal straining.
The stress in the longitudinal direction, as, is pro
portional to the hydrostatic pressure and is given
by

where k is active-passive pressure coefficient. Ac
tive (ka ) and passive (kp ) coefficients are deter
mined by the sign of the velocity gradient in the

flow direction ~:

Rankine's theory with cohesion is applied to de
termine the active-passive coefficients (Bartelt,
Salm, & Gruber 1999).

7. The final two terms on the right-hand side of the
momentum equation account for snow entrain
ment. The first term represents the deceleration
caused by accelerating the snow mass up to the
avalanche flow velocity; the second term repre
sents the deceleration caused by lifting the en
trained snow mass into the flowing core (potential
energy). The volumetric entrainment rate per unit
flow length is Se [m2s-1]. Therefore, the mass en
trianment rate is PsSe where Ps is the density of
the entrained snow.



6. The motion of the powder cloud is turbulent. The
velocity field up consists of a mean velocity 'Up

which is overlayed with turbulent fluctuations, 'U~:

(22)

(23)

(18)

(19)

Snowcover

a

z

Ul = Uo + ilU

•

1 lh
7' 1Pp = h pp(z, t)dz = 2(PO + Pa)

p 0

Velocity Profile

Density Profile

p.

and

1 l h
7' 2Up = -h 'Up(z, t)dz = -'Uo·

p 0 3

With these assumptions, depth-averaging of the
differential equations leads to the following profile
form factors

Noting that

3 POWDER CLOUD DRAG
The deceleration of the powder cloud is derived using
a simple energy analysis. Consider Fig. 4, which shows
a section of an idealized powder cloud at time to and
time t l = to + ilt. Between the two time periods,
the cloud entrains air, snow from the flowing core and
snow from the snowcover. The cloud increases in mass
and height.

Let ilmo be the amount of air mass entrained within
the time period ilt. Similarly, ilms and ilmf are the
amounts of snowcover mass and granular flowing mass
entrained into the powder cloud.

The conservation of potential and kinetic energy be
tween the times to and t l leads to

!moUJ + !mogho + l~mfUJ -lAmfghf
+tilmagho + tAmsghs

= ~mlul + tmlghl'

{3l = ! (5PP + 3pa ) (20)
4 PP + Pa

and

8..The mean density and velocity of the powder
cloud are given by

{32 =~ (11Pp + 5pa ) (21)
20 PP + Pa

For more information concerning depth-averaging
and profile factors see -(Savage & Hutter 1991).

.Figure 3: Velocity and density profiles in powder cloud

(14)

(13)

(11)

of ice and air. The suspended ice particles and the
surrounding air move with the same mean veloc
ity and thus are described by a single momentum
equation.

2. Density variations of the powder cloud a~ise due
to changes in the amount of suspended Ice par
ticle per unit volume. The air and ice phases are
incompressible.

3. The turbulent drag is governed by the coefficient
Ct:

Tt = CtU;.
Viscous drag is neglected.

4. The mean downslope velocity Up in the direc
tion s is much larger than the velocity compo
nent in the direction perpendicular to the slope.
The mean pressure p(z, t) inside the powder cloud
is assumed to be hydrostatic,

pes, t) = pp(s, t)g(hp(s, t) - z) (12)

where hp is the height of the snow cloud.

5. The flow is homogeneous in the lateral direction,
i.e. there are no variations of the flow field in the
lateral direction. The velocity in this direction is
zero.

Here. (up) denotes a spatial averaging over the
velocity field. We make the further assumption
that: within our mulitphase flow, the ice particles
are inert with respect to the small scale turbulent
motion of the air. This implies that the concen
tration of snow particles is not subject to small
scale turbulent fluctuations so that

Subsequently,

Pp = (pp) = 8i Pi + (1 - 8i )po. (15)

The density is not subject to small scale turbulent
fluctuations.

7. According to results of physical powder cloud
modelling (Keller 1996). we assume that the den
sity varies linearly and the velocity parabolically
over the flow height (see Fig. 3):

pp(z, t) = (Po - Po) (1- :J + Po (16)

and

'Up(z,t) = 'Uo (1- (:J2) . (17)
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where

& Parker 1990). However, in their formulation
crease in cloud height was accompanied by ~ aa
sponding decrease. in turbulent kinetic energy.

The mass entramment rates are expressed in
of the dimensionless parameters. Eo.. Er and E 0.0

(3lt

(311
(at

The function f(hp, Up, pp) represents somefu~
the state v~riabl~s. In su"'!mary. the motion of the_
der cloud IS defmed by five parameters: Eo.. E .at
Ct and Te . We also stipulate. that mass is not~
from the flowing avalanche until its speed reaches.
thresh-hold velocity, Ut .

4 NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF
EQUATIONS

The numerical solution of the flowing avalanche
tions has been presented in detail in (Sartoris It
2000). Therefore, in the following, we will be
ing the solution of the three equations governing
motion of the powder cloud.

The governing system of equation can be writteRiI
vectorial form as

.. U
I

..~

Powder CloUd
.. m!

.Powder Qoud
1Ilo.

h,

Time II

Figure 4: Energy analysis to determine powder cloud
drag

hI = ho + 6.h (24)

. m1 = rna + 6.m = mo + 6.m.. + 6.mf + 6.ms (25)

and solving the balance equation for mo ~~ (the
change in momentum) leads to the following expres
sion for the deceleration of the powder cloud:

rna~~ = Jo[Hms +mf +m.. )UJ
. +imsg(hs - ho) - imf9(hf + ho) (26)

l' U2 1 h']+2"m f f - 2"m og .

Each one of the terms in the above equation translates
directly into a drag contribution in the momentum bal
ance equation:

Air Entrainment

6.U 1 . 1·
mo 6.t = -2m ..Uo = -2PaSaUp

Snow Entrainment

(27)

Potential/Kinetic Energy Exchange

6.U 1 h . Te - hp ()
mo- = --mog- = --pphp- 30

6.t 2 Uo 2 Up

o )/31 '
2f32Up

where

Let S-lAS == A, where A is a diagonal matrix
the eigenvalues of A. Then S-l A =AS-1 and

s-latu+ AS-lasU= S-I{}.

First and second order upwinded finite d'",'''''-......-..
schemes are then applied to the diagonalised sYSI!~.

(37). The eigenvalues of A are:

A = (e1,e2,e3)

with A = !:;ppgcosa. The vector {} represents'"
right-hand sides of the differential equations (7),
and (9). The matrix A is

(28)
=
=

-~msUo + ims-&;g(hs - ho)
1 .

-2(PS - Pa)SsUp+
~(Ps - Pahf,;(hs - hp)

Flowing/Powder Mass Exchange

In the energy exchange coefficient, the factor Te has
been introduced to control the amount of energy dis
sipitation. If Te = 1. then every unit change in po
tential energy. essential the increase in powder snow
height, corresponds to an equal reduction in transla
tional kinetic energy, that is, the avalanche flow veloc
ity. A similar procedure was employed by (Fukushima
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and

Figure 5: Initiation· of powder cloud. The flowing
avalanche has been underway for 20 seconds.

Figure 6: The powder cloud is now moving faster than
the flowing avalanche. Situation 40 seconds after re
lease.
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For more details see (Sartoris & Bartelt 2000).

5 EXAMPLE CALCULATIONS
In a first example calculation, we back-calculate an
avalanche event captured at the Vallee de la Sionne
field test site. Video and radar measurements recorded
that the avalanche reached a velocity of 55 ms-1 as it
passed the measurement pylon. The avalanche reached
a maximum velocity of 70 ms- 1 before running up
the opposing slope, over-running the concrete bunker
containing the radar. The powder cloud heights at the
end of the event were well over 100m.

Based on photogrammetric measurements of the
starting zone, we specified a 3.0m high fracture slab
of mean density 300 kgm-3 . The width and length of
the slab were approximately equal, 200m and 255m,
respectively. The initial volume of the event was
l50,ODOm3 . .

The friction parameters of the flowing avalanche
were set to the recommended values of the Swiss guide
lines for numerical calculations, (Bartelt, Salm, & Gru
ber 1999): J.t=0.16 and ~ = 2500ms-2 . At the time of
this particular event, the temperatures were low, the
snow dry, and thus we specified c = 0 Pa, that is, no
cohesion. The flowing avalanche also entrained a light
(Ps = 100 kgm-3) snowcover during it's downward
motion.

The flowing avalanche accelerated quickly to a flow
velocity of 45 ms-1 . A powder cloud developed rapidly.
Already after 5s, a s"!lall, 0.5 m high saltation layer was
predicted to flow above the core. By 20s, this saltation
layer had grown to a powder cloud of 5 m with a density
of 60 kgm-3 . This process is depicted in Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6.

After running 700m, the mass loss of the flowing
core became significant and the avalanche began to
decelerate. At the same time, the powder cloud ac
celerated, eventually moving faster than the flowing
avalanche, see Fig. 7. The powder avalanche reached
a velocity of 57ms-1 • which aggrees well with mea
surements. In addition, the front flow height of the
powder cloud was 18m, which also agrees well with
video recordings.

The powder avalanche continued to accelerate and
reached a terminal velocity of 70 ms- 1 before running _
up the opposing slope, see Fig. 8.
o Note that at the start of the event, the powder cloud
IS moving slower than the flowing avalanche. Perhaps
the acceleration of the powder avalanche is too slow.
An explanation for this behavior is that the momen
tum exchange between the flowing core and powder
cloud is not yet correct. The sudden decrease in flowing
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Figure 9: Maximum flow density of the powder
Densities ofover 80 kgm-3 are obtained when
heights ofthe powder cloud are small. "
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Figure 7: Maximum flow velocity of the flowing and
powder snow avalanche. In the beginning, the powder
avalanche is slower than the. flowing core. However,
it eventually overtakes the core, reaching a maximum
velocity very close to the measurements.

avalanche velocity and the sudden increase in powder
cloud velocity does not seem realistic.
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Figure 8: The simulated avalanche running up the op
posing slope. The powder cloud height is 100m. The
stagnant cloud height is 250m. The clouds are drawn
to scale. Situation after 65 seconds.

The maximum densities of the powder cloud are de
picted in Figure 9. In the acceleration zone, the den
sities are near 80 kgm-3 . These maximum densities
arise as the powder cloud is beginning to form, that is,
when the flow heights are small. In this sense, they can
be considered saltation layer densities. When the cloud
is fully developed at the valley bottom, the maximum
densities are less than 20' kgm-3 . The cloud height is
100m, see Fig.10.

The stagnant cloud height is over 200m, which is too
large. However, considering the fact that no settling or
no energy dissipitation is included in the model, these
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heights are certainly realistic.
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Figure 11: Maximum height of the powder cloud. In
the runup zone the stagnant cloud height is over 200m.
This is clearly too high; however, settling and energy
dissipitation in the cloud are not considered.
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Figure 12: The simulated powder cloud, stagnant cloud
and flowing avalanche deposits at Samedan. The cloud
has not begun to settle,
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The second avalanche event we investigate is the
Samedan avalanche of 1951. This event is one of the
calculation examples of the Swiss guidelines and is of
ten used to validate avalanche dynamics calculations.
The reason why it is included in our analysis is because
it contains a long flat runout zone, unlike the Vallee
de la Sionne avalanche.

The parameters of the previous calculation where
changed slightly. Specifically, the air entrainment co
efficient was doubled. In addition, the potential/kinetic
energy transfer coefficient was increased from Te=0.05
to Te=0.25. The final simulated flow heights and
runout distances of both the flowi!'g avalanche and
powder cloud are shown in Fig 12. For this case, the
powder avalanche ran an additional 400 m past the
flowing avalanche deposits. The predicted flow veloci
ties are displayed in Fig 13.

In this example calculation, the flowing and 'pow
der parts have similar velocities after release. However,
the powder cloud eventually passes the core, entering
the runout zone independently. The same parameter
combination can be used to simulate the Vallee de la
$ionne avalanche, however, the resulting flow velocities
are much smaller than measured.

6 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a system of depth
averaged equations describing the motion of mixed
flowing/powder snow avalanches. The model includes
the uptake of snow from the snowcover into the flow
ing core, the mass ejection from the flowing core into
the powder cloud. the entrainment of air into the pow
der cloud and finally the discharge of powder from the
downward moving turbulent cloud into a stagnant dust
cloud located behind the avalanche front. The drag of

Figure 13: Predicted maximum flow velocities. Note
that the flowing and powder avalanches are in equilib
rium before the powder cloud accelerates away from
the core reaching a velocity of over 50ms-1 •
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physical meaning
ime

Track coordinate
Flow height coordinate
Track width
Gravitational acceleration
Slope angle
Flowing avalanche height
Powder avalanche height
Flowing avalanche area
(hf = hfw)
Powder avalanche area m
(hp ;'" hpw)
Flowing avalanche density
Powder avalanche density
Density snowcover
Density air
Density ice

parameter

Pf
pp(s, t)
Ps(s)
Pa
Pi

t
S

Z

W

9
a(s)
hf(S, t)
hp(s, t)
hf
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each mass exchange process was derived using a simple
energy analysis.

With this model it was possible to:

1. Initiate a powder avalanche from a flowing
avalanche. This is an important first step in intro
ducing a powder snow avalanche model in prac
tice, since only the fracture dimensions of the
snow slab must be specified. This process avoids
estimating the initial physical properties (initial
density, velocity or height) of a powder snow
avalanche.
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4. From a fracture slab of 2m, it was possible to.
generate powder and stagnation cloud heights of
well over 100m. These heights, which correspond
well to observations, are generated by air entrain
ment. Note also that these heights were generated
within the framework of a depth-averaged model
where the drag coefficients are based on the con
servation of potential and kinetic energies.

Obviously, more work on the model is required. For
example, the mass exchange processes are governed
by dimensionless coefficients that are constant for an
entire simulation. This is clearly a too simple assump
tion. Also the assumptions regarding the velocity and
density profiles have not been validated by field ex
periments. On-going field tests at the Swiss Vallee de
la Sionne test site should remedy this situation. Com
plicated mass balance measurements coupled with ve
locity and flow height measurements are now being
performed in order to formulate more accurate entrain
ment and flow laws. However, while this data is being
gathered and analyzed, it is essential that work con
tinues on a model. Without a stable numerical tool,
it will be difficult in future to interpret the incoming
experimental results, Furthermore, as stated in the in
troduction, a well-tested, simple and reliable powder
snow avalanche model is still missing in practice.

3. The mean density of the powder cloud was deter
mined as snOw mass was being ejected from the
flowing avalanche. We found maximum densities
of 100 kgm-a, when the cloud was not very high.
As more air was entrained into the cloud and as
the cloud ran out, ind7~endentlyfrom the flowinf
avalanche, lower densIties of the order 20 kgm
were predicted.

2. Depending on the mass entrainment coefficients,
primarily the air entrainment coefficient, the pow
der cloud can accelerate to higher velocities than
the' flowing core, disengage from the core and
eventually move independently from the core for
wards. Large runout distances can be obtained.

REFERENCES
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ing dense-snow avalanche runout using a Voellmy fluid



Pa
Pa

ms-2

Pa
Pa

unit

ms-l

ms-l
ms-l
ms-l

ms-l

Pa
Pa
S-2

stag-

entrainment

Volumetric air content
Volumetric ice content
Velocity flowing avalanche
Velocity powder avalanche
Turbulent velocity fluctua
tions
Depth-averaged flowing ve
locity
Depth-averaged powder ve
locity
Air entrainment volume
rate
Flowing/powder volume ex
change rate
Snowcover
rate
Exchange rate
nant/moving cloud
Deposition rate powder
cloud
Basal shear stress
Turbulent drag (cloud)
Air entrainment form factor
Flowing avalanche
exchange factor
Stagnant cloud
extrusion factor
Snowcover entrainment
factor
Energy exchange factor
Turbulent drag factor
Threshhold shear velocity
Dry-Coulomb friction
flowing avalanche
Velocity friction
flowing avalanche
Cohesion
Active-Passive pressure co
efficient
Passive pressure coefficient
Active preSsure coefficient
Pressure coefficient with
cohesion
Profile form factor
Profile form factor

c
k

Tb

Tt

Ea(s, t)
E/(s, t)

Te(s, t)
Ct(s, t)

, UteS, t)
p.

[parameter I physical meaning

Table 1: Definition of model parameters
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